1. Datasets

Among all public accessible datasets, TABLE2LATEX-450K [1], TableBank [3], PubTabNet [8] and FinTabNet [7] are used for logical structure recognition, where their logical structures are represented by markup languages such as HTML or Latex. The others are for physical structure recognition, and their structure is described by the bounding box and logical location of the cells, i.e. star-row, end-row, start-column, and end-column. Since VAST predicts the logical structure of the table and bounding box of the content, datasets without content bounding box annotations such as TABLE2LATEX-450K, TableBank, UNLV [6], ICDAR2013, WTW [4] and TUCD [5] are not suitable for our method.

2. Qualitative Results

We present some positive and negative samples of the detection results of non-empty cells by VAST in Fig. 1. From these qualitative results, we can see that the bounding box predicted by VAST can tightly enclose the contents of the cell. Negative samples consist mainly of tables with over-segmented or over-merged content. There are two reasons for these errors, one is due to the ambiguity of the annotations (samples of FinTabNet and ICDAR2013), and the other is due to the lack of semantic information of cell content (samples of PubTabNet and PubTables-1M). It is worth noting that, even though VAST incorrectly predicts some cells, it takes local visual information into account when predicting cell bounding boxes. Compared with the results of VAST w/o VA in Fig. 5 of the paper, VAST can significantly reduce over-segmented cells.

3. Details of content extraction

The output of VAST are the logical structure (HTML) of the table and the bounding box of all non-empty cells, which is incomplete for evaluation metrics considering the content, so we need to obtain the content of each non-empty cell through simple post-processing. Fig. 2 illustrates the complete pipeline:

1. If there is a PDF file of the table, such as FinTabNet, SciTSR, ICDAR2013 and PubTables, we use PDFMiner\(^1\) to extract the content bounding box and content of each text line within the table area from the PDF document. If there are only images of the table, such as PubTabNet, we use PSENET to detect text lines and MASTER to recognize texts in text lines. For the fairness of the comparison, we use the pretrained PSENET and MASTER model of TableMaster\(^2\).

2. We match text lines with non-empty cells by using the highest IoU and IoU $\geq 0.1$.

3. For cells that contain multiple text lines, we sort the text lines left-to-right and top-to-bottom then merge their texts.

After getting the contents of non-empty cells, we combine them with structure HTML to output the HTML or XML result for evaluation.

\(^1\)https://www.unixuser.org/euske/python/pdfminer/index.html
\(^2\)https://github.com/JiaquanYe/TableMASTER-mmocr
### 4. Details of cross-attention weight visualization

#### 4.1. Details of the generation of cross-attention visualization maps

In the HTML sequence decoder, we compute the dot-products of the query with all keys, divide each by \( \sqrt{d_k} \) and apply a Softmax to get the weight of cross-attention. At the \( l \)-th step of decoding, we collect the cross-attention weight \( \text{Attns}^l \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times 1 \times L} \) of each decoder layer to obtain the cross attention weights \( \text{Attns}_l^l = \{ \text{Attn}_1^l, \text{Attn}_2^l, \text{Attn}_3^l \} \) of this step, where \( h \) is the number of multi-head and \( L \) refers to the size of the flattened image feature. If the token predicted at step \( l \) represents a...
non-empty cell, that is, the token is ‘<td>[]</td>’ or ‘<td>’, we average the weights over all layers and all heads to get the averaged weight \( \text{Attn}^{\text{mean}}_l \in \mathbb{R}^{L} \). The averaged weight is reshaped to the size of \( \sqrt{L} \times \sqrt{L} \), and the values are normalized to 0-1 and then scaled to 0-255. Finally, the weight map is resized to the size of the image and then overlaid on the original image with 0.8 transparency.

4.2. Comparison of cross-attention visualizations of VAST w/ VA and VAST w/o VA

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show cross attention maps of each step as the model predicting the first four non-empty cells. A numeric label with a colored background indicates that the token decoded at this step represents a non-empty cell. Obviously, in the first 14 steps, the logical structure results predicted by the two models are consistent, and the attention maps are also almost similar. The difference occurs in step 15, the model trained with VA loss has more attention near the cell text, so it can correctly predict the cell. However, the model trained without VA loss erroneously focuses on the blank space above the text and incorrectly predicts that cell as a blank cell. After step 15, the difference increases. VAST w/ VA can correctly predict the next three cells at steps 16, 17, and 18, however, due to the error of step 15 and lack of local visual information, VAST w/o VA incorrectly predicts a lot of over-segmented cells.
5. Samples with mutilated columns in SciTSR

Some samples in SciTSR with incomplete columns are shown in Fig. 5. In the table image, it can be seen that the predicted bounding box matches the ground truth accurately except the mutilated columns. In addition, the structure predicted by VAST is also consistent with the image. However, as you can see from the structure of the ground truth, there are some columns that do not exist in the image, which are highlighted by the mask. This results in a lower recall score for our predictions.
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Figure 5. Example with mutilated columns in SciTSR. Masked regions in the ground truth are not shown in the image.
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